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Clinician Guide to Shared Notes 
 
Beginning February 2nd, 2021, clinician notes will be shared with patients through MyChart in compliance with 
Federal regulations (21st Century Cures Act).  Note sharing seeks to enhance transparency, engage patients and 
improve communication between patients, caregivers and clinicians.   
 
In most cases sharing notes should not change fundamentally the way you write your notes. It is critical that we 
maintain the rich information base that allows us to track care over time and communicate effectively with 
colleagues. It is also critical that we be able to document efficiently.   
Patients already have a right to their medical records, including physician notes and can already obtain them 
whether on paper or electronically on demand through Medical Records. 
Sharing notes is a great way to engage patients and emphasize plans of care or behaviors that may need to be 
modified to improve a patient’s health. For instance, patients often note they didn’t realize how important 
smoking cessation or taking their medications was to their health until they saw it called out by their physician in 
their notes. 
 
What will or will not be shared with patients by default 
x Note Types: The following will be available in MyChart once signed by a Licensed Independent Provider (LIP): 

H&P, Consults, D/C Summary, Inpatient Progress notes, ED shared notes, all Ambulatory progress notes 
x Resident notes: Except inpatient progress notes, all inpatient and ambulatory notes written by residents will 

be released when cosigned by the attending.   
x Amendments: If you amend a note after signing, the amended note will replace the initial note in MyChart. 
x Telephone: Notes outside of Telemedicine visits will not be shared at this time. 
x Nursing: Plan of Care notes (inpatient nursing and ancillary), flowsheet and navigator documentation  will not 

be shared at this time. However, notes entered using the above mentioned note types will be shared. 
x Email reminders (Ticklers): Patients will NOT receive an email “tickler” that a note is available.  
x Proxies: Patient proxies will be able to view notes, except in the case of parents with limited proxy for 

adolescents between 13 and 17 years.  

Documentation best practices 
x Keep notes as succinct as possible, but include detail that reinforce that you were listening. Whenever 

possible, use the patient’s own words. 
x Avoid pulling large amounts of information into notes that is present elsewhere in the chart and available to 

patients in the Results section of MyChart. 
x Whenever feasible, minimize jargon and briefly describe medical terms. 
x Avoid statements that don’t contribute clinically and may appear to blame or criticize the patient, such as 

“The patient arrived 20 minutes late.” 
x Be cautious with statements about colleagues. Patients may share unflattering or critical comments about 

other medical professionals. If you feel these are important to include, make clear that you are reporting 
what the patient told you, not your conclusions. 

x Be cautious with statements about family members, co-workers, supervisors, etc. If reporting what the 
patient said, use quotation marks. 
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x Consider sharing your screen while you document during an office visit or other patient encounter. Similarly, 
some physicians who use speech recognition find it builds trust and rapport to “write” their notes in front of 
the patient and invite them to correct or add to what they hear.    

 Instead of this Consider this Comments 

How we 
describe 
patients 

“22 yo Black/Korean (insert any 
descriptor) Woman” 

“22 yo woman” While factual, patients may feel 
uncomfortable with labels we 
attach to them “22 yo diabetic woman” “22 yo woman with diabetes” 

Descriptions of 
patient behavior 

“The patient refuses 
mammography” 

“The patient chooses not to have 
a mammogram” 

Using supportive language is more 
likely to support a trusting 
relationship “The patient denies…” “The patient explains… “ 

or “The patient states…”  
“Still not willing to cut back on 
alcohol” 

“Continues to find reducing 
alcohol difficult” 

Abbreviations SOB Short of breath While eliminating all abbreviations 
is not realistic, avoid ones that 
could be misinterpreted.  

 See screenshot on using Epic dictionary to easily replace abbreviations with a preferred phrase. 

 

Tips for approaching sensitive topics:  Write what you discuss, and discuss what you 
write 
x Don’t avoid including sensitive topics in your notes when they are clinically important but instead discuss the 

documentation frankly with your patient. 
x Whenever possible, include the patient’s own words. 
x In describing a sensitive concern or event—e.g. a sexual encounter—document general statements without 

elaborating on potentially humiliating or embarrassing details. 
x Ask your patient whether there is anyone else who has access to their MyChart account and discuss the 

importance of keeping credentials private. 
x Parents of teenagers should use proxy access from their own accounts and not use the teen’s credentials. 

Parent proxy accounts cannot see notes, lab results, and other potentially sensitive information. 
x If there is a concern that information in the note could harm the patient (e.g. intimate partner violence 

should an abuser gain access to the note) discuss this with the patient and consider hiding the note. 

 


